
THE RAW MEAT FAD.

Twenty-three men and women of Chicago, where
Dowie throve and Schweinfurth sprung, have organ-
ized themselves into a "Raw Food Society" and propose
to start a propaganda. The basal idea of this organ-
ization is best explained by the resolutions adopted,
in which they state that it is their firm conviction that
life will be lengthened, pestilence and contagious dis-
ease wiped out of existence, and men will become
giants physically, intellectually and morally by absti-
nence from cooked food. It was never intended, said
their president, "that man should eat food that has
been cooked, that he should take into his system dead
cells to replace the worn-out cells cast off from the
body." Just how these reformers are to get along with
the ordinary conventionalities of civilization in very
many ways is hard to understand; perhaps, they will
consistently throw civilization overboard and get along
without it. At any rate, civilized man who can not do
without cooks will very probably have to contrive to
exist with them for some time to come. No one will
object to such extremists taking their food raw if they
want to, but if they make further steps toward the
simian golden age and begin to do without clothes
they may have to be interfered with.

MALODOROUS THERAPEUTICS.

It is not often that a sensorially very obtrusive public
nuisance is defended on sanitary grounds by medical
men, but such appears to be sometimes the case, if we
are to trust the newspaper reports of a recent occur-
rence in New York. The health officers of a village on

Long Island, in support of an application for an in-
junction by interested parties against a dumping-ground
for the city's stable refuse, described it as a menace
to health, with an odor permeating the atmosphere
for miles around, affecting even the slumbers of the
inhabitants and ineradicably abiding in their draperies
and habitations. Against this strenuous denunciation
the offending contractors furnished the affidavits of
two presumably prominent New York physicians. One
of these, said to be a specialist in nose and throat
diseases, averred, it is alleged, that he had "carefully
observed the effects of the exhalations and gases arising
from fermenting stable refuse upon the respiratory
organs and deemed them conducive to health," and
that he had advised his patients to expose themselves
as much as possible to such odors and gases. A member
of the offending firm was perhaps one of these patients,
as he claimed that he had entered the business because
he had been thus advised and his health had profited.
Of course, he may have only followed lay advice, for
it is well known that the notion of the salutary thera¬
peutic effects of animal ordure in one form or another
is widespread in a certain class, but we have heretofore
considered it only as a very vulgar superstition. Now,
that it has the sanction of a learned lecturer it is to
be hoped that the laboratory of his school will soon send
out some published results of researches on the subject.

QUACKERY AND THE POLITICIANS.
The osteopathy propaganda, failing in any scien-

tific endorsements that would be impressive to the

public, is sending out the alleged opinions of politicians
in regard to their pseudoscience. One of the latest
sent out is a selection of utterances purporting to
come from eleven governors and ex-governors of several
states in favor of osteopathy. One of these from the
governor of Missouri is superfluous; his deeds speak
louder than words and he has amply demonstrated his
mental idiosyncrasies. Another, however, purports to
come from Governor Tanner, of Illinois, whose record
is somewhat different. He is made to say: "There is
no doubt in my mind that osteopathy will reach and
cure many chronic troubles that medicine would have
little or no effect upon." This may be sarcasm, though
as such it requires a little second thought to see it,
and it is not taken as such by the osteopaths. Alto-
gether, considering his previous sensible action in this
matter, we will accept it as irony. One or two others
of the statements quoted, if not quite non-committal,
at least do not commit their makers very strongly as

partisans, and may have been merely the complaisant
answers of lay politicians to requests that they did not
care to directly refuse. Some, however, "slop over,"
to use a vulgarism, like Governors McMillan and
Taylor, of Tennessee, who consider osteopathy as the
epoch-making discovery of the century, and ex-Gov¬
ernor Altgeld, of Illinois, who poses as one relieved
by osteopathy while drugs and prescriptions "were as
ineffectual as empty words." It is not surprising that
out of the hundreds of living governors and ex-gov¬
ernors of states any set of quacks or system of quaekery
should find a short dozen of endorsers, and, of course,
they are utilized to the utmost. It Avould not be a

bad plan if the profession would keep in mind the poli¬
ticians who endorse quackery; if this were done they
might not be so ready to give it their good word.

THE SERUM TREATMENT OF TUBERCULOSIS.
The paper of Mircoli, abstracted elsewhere in this

issue,1 seems worthy of at least passing comment.
The striking results with so large a series of cases,
nearly 3000, from the use of the Maragliano antitoxin
in the different forms of tuberculosis are better shown
in his tabulated statements than in our abbreviated
report. Over 14 per cent, of the cures added to nearly
50 per cent. of "improved" is a good showing. When
we analyze the figures further and find that the dis-
ease progressed during the treatment in only about
18 per cent., and that the disease in the cases rated
as improved tends to be permanently checked, it is
still better. Even in the advanced cases with cavities
already formed, only in about one-third was the dis-
ease still progressive during the treatment. Besides
these results, which, it must be said, were attained
with the additional aid of general hygiene and dietetic
treatment, the paper reports other facts of great inter-
est. One of these is that while blood-serum of the
normal individual has an antitoxic action toward the
tuberculous toxins and that of the tuberculous patient
has not, the latter regains this after a month or so
of treatment Avith the Maragliano serum, thus showing
that the latter puts the system into a condition to
assist in defending itself. Mircoli's opinions as to tu-

1. See p. 914.
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